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I.

INTRODUCTION: WINNERS AND LOSERS IN THE CASINO GAME

Until 1978, legalized casino gambling in the United States existed only in
Nevada. 1 Now, well over half of the states permit legalized casino gambling.2
About seventeen states have commercial entities organizing casino gambling,
while approximately twenty-eight states have casino gambling operating under
the authority of Native American entities on tribal lands. 3 Proponents of casinos
contend that casinos will create tax revenue, tribal revenue, and jobs. 4
Opponents argue that casinos impose social costs, particularly, by increasing
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Id. at xxxii-xxxvi.
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the incidence of problem and pathological gambling. 5
Problem gambling is an addiction characterized by one's desire to
continuously gamble despite the consequences. 6 If problem gambling escalates
such that the afflicted person encounters significant social and family costs, it
may be deemed pathological gambling.7 In 2008, a U.S. study found the
incidence of pathological gambling was 0.6%, and the incidence of problem
gambling was 2.3%. 8 While the percentages may seem small, given the U.S.
population in 2008, there were approximately 1,826,250 pathological gamblers
and 7,000,625 problem gamblers. 9 Because the distinction between problem
and pathological gambling is not always established in studies or individual
cases, this article will use the term "problem gambling" to include pathological
gambling.
While problem gambling is a concern in and of itself, many commentators
point to the indirect harm problem gambling may have on the problem
gambler's family, friends, and community. 10 This article will examine the
incidence, effect, and indirect costs of problem gambling and possible ways to
decrease the incidence of problem gambling and mitigate the effects of it.
II.

How MUCH DOES PROBLEM GAMBLING HURT SOCIETY?

There has been an array of studies evaluating costs attached to behaviors of
problem gamblers. 11 According to such studies, the cost imposed by problem
gamblers on non-family members is approximately $10,000 per year. 12
NAT'L CTR. FOR RESPONSIBLE GAMING, GAMBLING & HEALTH IN THE
WORKPLACE (2012) [hereinafter Gambling & Health Guidebook], available at
http://www.ncrg.org/ sites/default/files/uploads/docs/publiceducation_outreach/ncrg
guide_hr_final. pdf.
Id. at 3.
Id. at 5.
Casino Expansion and Its Impact on Problem Gambling Prevalence Rates,
AM. GAMING Ass 'N, http://www.americangaming.org/industry-resources/research/
fact-sheets/history-problem-gambling-prevalence-rates (last visited June 17, 2015).
See id.; 2008 World Population Data Sheet, PRB, www.prb.org/
Publications/Datasheets/2008/2008wpds.aspx (last visited May 8, 2015) (providing
the approximate population of the U.S. in 2008).
IO
See generally, Gambling & Health Guidebook, supra note 5, at 3.
11
See, e.g., JAMES R. WESTPHAL ET AL., LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL CENTER, ESTIMATING THE SOCIAL COST OF GAMBLING DISORDERS IN
LOUISIANA FOR 1998, available at http://www.thegamble.org/research/reportsstudies/Westphals_gambling_Report.pdf; EARL L. GRINOLS, GAMBLING IN
AMERICA 167-74 (2004); William N. Thompson & R. Keith Schwer, Beyond the
Limits of Recreation: Social Costs of Gambling in Southern Nevada, 17 J. OF PUB.
BUDGETING, ACCT., & FIN. MGMT. 62 (2005).
12
WESTPHAL ET AL., supra note 11; GRINOLS, supra note 11, at 167.
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Notably, however, most studies involved statistics and costs that were selfrepmied by problem gamblers. 13 In one study, a recovering problem gambler
personally distributed surveys to leaders of fifteen Gamblers Anonymous
groups in Southern Nevada. 14 The data was collected between late August 2002
and October 2002 from 99 Gamblers Anonymous members, consisting of
mostly Caucasians (80.6%) with a mean age of 47.25 years old and a mean
income of $54,495 .15 Table 1 showcases the key statistics from this study.
Table 2 illustrates how and where problem gamblers obtained funds for
gambling when they exhausted their own resources. Table 3 includes a
breakdown, by each factor, of the average annual impact costs of a problem
gambler.
TABLE 1: Study Results - Key Statistics 16

Measured Statistic

Age Started Gambling
Age Started Borrowing Money
Length of Time in Gamblers
Anonymous
Losses
Gambling Debts
Bankruptcy
Theft
Anes ts
Lost Work Time
Loss of Work (Quit/Fired)
Welfare/Food Stamps
Suicides

13

68.

WESTPHAL ET AL.,

Average

26.82 years
33.43 years
2.31 years
$112,400
$60,714
45.4% of respondents filed
63.3% ofrespondents stole
prope1iy or money
9.67% ofrespondents were
anested
8.69 hours/month
22.9%/24.2% of respondents
quit/were fired
5.8%/14.9% of respondents used
27.7% ofrespondents attempted

supra note .11; Thompson & Schwer, supra note 11, at

Thompson & Schwer, supra note 11, at 68.
Id. at 70-72. Although it can be argued that persons who seek treatment
for compulsive-gambling behaviors will be more serious problem gamblers and,
therefore, the survey results are exaggerated, this is partially checked by the
14
15

prevalence of denial among problem gamblers. Furthermore, the most serious
compulsive gamblers are most likely to exhibit a self-denial that will cause an
avoidance of treatment. In fact, the survey results may, in fact, be missing details
about the most serious problem gamblers. See id. at 69.
16
Id. at 73-77.

4
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TABLE 2: Secondary Sources of Funds for Problem Gamblers 17

Sources of Funds
Bad Checks
Sold Personal Property
Spouse
Cashed in Securities
Used Casino Credit
Children
Used Bookies

Percentage of Gamblers Who
Have Used Alternate Sources
of Funds

63.3%
60.0%
57.7%
55.5%
34.4%
30.0%
16.7%

TABLE 3: Annual Cost Impact of the Average Problem Gambler 18

Factor

Missed Work
Quitting Jobs
Being Fired
Unemployment Compensation
Debt/Bankruptcy
Theft
Civil Suits
Arrests
Trials
Jail Time
Probation
Food Stamps
Welfare
Treatment
Total Cost

Cost

$2,364
$1,092
$1,582
$87
$9,494
$3,379
$777
$95
$85
$80
$170
$50
$84
$372
$19,711

Notably, Table 3 only includes the cost impact for problem gamblers who
have sought treatment. Some studies have shown that the social cost impact of
problem gamblers "on the street" may only be, on average, half of those who
have sought treatment, 19 or $9,855. Given the incidence of problem gambling,

17
18
19

Id. at 75.
Id. at 83.
Id. at 84-85.
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the total social cost impact is approximately $20 billion annually. 20 Of course,
such figures cannot include all forms of possible societal costs. For example,
the cost impact studies did not consider more remote costs, such as a problem
gambler spending a child's college fund, thereby resulting in a loss of
education in the future.
In addition to measurable societal costs, problem gambling has a
correlation to suicide. 21 Studies of Gamblers Anonymous members have found
that 15-24% of members have attempted suicide, almost 50% planned suicides,
and upwards of 70% thought about suicide. 22 There is no question that suicides
and suicide attempts impose significant costs on society; however, it is less
apparent that addiction-related suicides may also impose costs on casinos. 23
The following is one example that illustrates the rare, but direct, impact that
suicide can have on a casino.
On January 26, 2000, Solomon Bell, a 38 year-old off-duty policeman, lost
between $15,000 and $20,000 at a Detroit casino before visiting the Motor City
Casino to play $500 per hand blackjack in the high roller area. 24 After losing
$3,500 at the Motor City Casino, Mr. Bell doubled down and hit 20, but lost
against the dealer's 21. 25 The loss was too much for Mr. Bell-he immediately
pulled out his service revolver and shot himself. 26 Even though guns were not
permitted in casinos and all patrons were "examined" when entering casinos,
there were no metal detectors, and security did not pat down patrons. 27 Motor
City Casino closed the high roller area for seventy-two hours, but the Casino
sought to reopen as soon as possible to establish normalcy for the employees
and patrons. 2 Although business remained strong, the Casino hired grief and
crisis counselors for workers and gave employees several paid days off. 29
See id.
Id. at 88-89
22
GRINOLS, supra note 11, at 141, 172.
23
See id. at 141-43.
24
E.g., Jim Suhr, Man Commits Suicide at Motor City Casino in Detroit,
LAS VEGAS SUN (Jan. 26, 2000), http://lasvegassun.com/news/2000/jan/26/mancommits-suicide-at-motorcity-casino-in-detroit; Officer Kills Himself in Casino
after Losing Hand of Blackjack, LA TIMES (Jan. 27, 2000), http://articles.latimes.
com/2000/jan/27/news/mn-58133; Larry Roberts, Suicide at Detroit Casino - The
Human Cost of Legalized Gambling, WORLD SOCIALIST WEB (Feb. 2, 2000),
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2000/02/gamb-f02 .html; Interview with Former
Detroit Casino Manager, in Las Vegas (Dec. 9, 2013) [hereinafter Detroit Casino
Manager Interview] (on file with author).
25
Detroit Casino Manager Interview, supra note 24.
26
Id.
27
Id.
28
Id.
29
Id.
20
21
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The Casino and Michigan Gaming Board members discovered that, while
Mr. Bell was a "rated player," he had never asked for credit and had never
applied to exclude himself from the Casino. 30 Moreover, Mr. Bell had not
consumed any alcohol at Motor City Casino and there was no evidence that he
had been drinking before visiting the Casino. 31 Even the Casino staff, who had
been trained on the signs of problem gambling, did not foresee such a horrible
incident. 32 Thus, problem gambling related suicides may have unforeseeable
cost to society.
III. LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST CASINOS
Problem gamblers and their families have brought several lawsuits against
casinos for relief from debt incurred while gambling or to recover losses. 33
However, in each case, the decision-maker found in favor of the casino for one
of three reasons. First, no state law imposes dram shop liability on a casino for
problem gambling. 34 Second, problem gambling is not a defense to the creation
of a contract for credit or to the repayment of markers. 35 Third, family members
have no standing to bring cases against a casino for their relative' s losses or for
his/her debt relief. 36 In fact, casinos only incur liability as a result of problem
gambling losses/debt if (a) the casino does not comply with the state's selfexclusion requirements, (b) the problem gambler properly placed themselves on
the self-exclusion list, and ( c) the gaming regulatory agency with jurisdiction
over the casino-not the problem gambler-is seeking to enforce the self-

Id.
Id.
32
Id.
33
See infra notes 34-36; see generally William N. Thompson et al.,
Remedying the Lose-Lose Game of Compulsive Gambling, Voluntary Exclusions,
Mandatory Exclusions, or an Alternative Method?, 40 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 1221,
1234-39 (2007); Irina Slavina, Note, Don't Bet on It: Casinos' Contractual Duty to
Stop Compulsive Gamblers from Gambling, 85 CHL-KENT. L. REV. 369, 369-400
(2010).
34
See, e.g., Hakimoglu v. Trump Taj Mahal Assocs., 70 F.3d 291, 292 (3d
Cir. 1995); Tose v. Greate Bay Hotel & Casino, 819 F. Supp 1312, 1315, 1318
(D.N.J. 1993); GNOC Corp. v. Aboud, 715 F. Supp 644, 655 (D.N.J. 1989);
Caesars Riverboat v. Kephart, 934 N.E.2d 1120, 1124, 1127 (Ind. 201 O); Preston v
Star City [2005] NSWSC 1223 (Austl.).
35
Rahmani v. Resorts Intern. Hotel, Inc., 20 F. Supp. 2d 932 (E.D. Va.
1998); Lomonaco v. Sands Hotel Casino & Country Club, 614 A.2d 634 (N.J.
Super. Ct. 1992).
36
Brown v. Argosy Gaming Co., L.P., 384 F.3d 413 (7th Cir. 2004);
Williams v. Aztar Indiana Gaming Corp., 351F.3d294 (7th Cir. 2003); Stulajter v.
Harrah's Indiana Corp., 808 N.E.2d 746, (Ind. Ct. App. 2004).
30
31
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exc l usion regul at1ons. 37
Although casinos have defeated numerous challenges by problem gamblers
and their families seeking to recover their losses or to avoid payment of debts
to the collection of debts, litigation still can impose significant costs on a
casino. 38 Even if a case does not make it to trial, the casino still incurs pre-trial
costs for attorneys' work, including research, pre-trial
and
discove1y. 39 Of course, costs vary considerably depending on what type of case
is filed and the different factors involved. For example, in 2008, the average inhouse cost oflitigation for Fortune 200 companies was $17.9 million. 40 While
that average includes all fonns of litigation and the average casino company is
not as large, this is illustrative of how costly litigation can be for a company. 41
IV. THE COST OF BAD DEBTS BY PROBLEM GAMBLERS

A considerable amount of money gambled in large casinos is money that
casinos loan to players, called credit. 42 Players eligible for credit typically play
large sums of money with each bet and are likely to repay the credit in a timely
manner. 43 Some estimate that up to half the money wagered in Las Vegas is
wagered on credit. 44 Most of the time, players repay the debts they have
accumulated on credit; however, some players are unable or refuse to repay
their debts. 45 In some cases, problem gamblers (or gamblers at risk to become
problem gamblers) are awarded credit, but are unable to control their
spending. 46 While problem gambling does not account for all instances of bad
debt, it certainly contributes. Between 1983 and 2012, the amount of bad debt
that casinos "wrote off' ranged from 0.5% to 4.8% of total casino revenue. 47

See Stulajter, 808 N.E.2d. at 748; Kakavas v Crown Melbourne Ltd.
[2013] HCA 25 (Austl.); Calvert v William Hill Credit Ltd. [2008] EWHC 454
(Austl.); Foroughi v Star City Pty Ltd. [2007] FCA 1503 (Austl.).
38
See generally LAWYERS FOR CIVIL JUSTICE ET AL., LITIGATION COST
SURVEY OF MAJOR COMPANIES (2010), available at www.uscourts.gov/file/docmne
nt/lawyers-civil-justice-et-al-survey-litigation-costs-major-companies- 2010.
39
Ido
40
Id. at7.
41
See generally id.
42
See THOMPSON, supra note 1, at 24-27; see generally INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF GAMING ATTORNEYS, CASINO CREDIT AND COLLECTION LAW 1-7
(Anthony N. Cabot ed., 1989).
43
THOMPSON, supra note 1, at 24-27.
44
Id. at 25.
45
Id. at 26.
46
Id. at 25.
47
DAVID G. SCHWARTZ, UNLV CTR. FOR GAMING RESEARCH, NEVADA
CASINO CREDIT 1980-2014 (Feb. 2015), available at http://gaming.unlv.edu/
37
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TABLE 4: Casino Revenue Lost Because of Bad Debt48

Amount Lost Due Percentage of
to Bad Debt
Revenue Lost

Year

1983

$124,450
$56,738,786
$53,950,555
$50,189,719
$54,226,610
$53,531,091
$71, 734,034
$86,643,458
$166,556,365
$105,276,379
$113,129,820
$152,176,306
$178,709,046
$162,93 7 ,546
$165,415,530
$199,000,122
$243,368,175
$248,891,475
$235,007,307
$187,818,782
$89,083,697
$61,255,085
$54,089,586
$91,128,917
$122,906,474
$132,154,631
$197,664,496
$136,045,334
$132,930,380
$128,172,162

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

1991
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

V.

Casino

4.8%
1.9%
1.7%
1.5%
1.5%
1.3%
1.6%
1.7%
3.0%
1.9%
1.9%
2.3%
2.5%
2.2%
2.2%
2.6%
2.9%
2.7%
2.5%
2.1%
1.0%
0.6%
0.5%
0.8%
1.0%
1.1%
1.9%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%

BEST PRACTICES IN RESPONSIBLE GAMING

To combat problem gambling, many jurisdictions have required gaming
licensees to adopt responsible gaming programs. This section will illustrate the
techniques adopted and challenges faced when trying to foster a responsible
gaming environment by examining examples of such programs in Las Vegas,
reports/nv_casino_credit.pdf.
48

Id.
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Macau, and Melbourne.
Responsible Gaming: An Overview

A responsible gaming program involves "policies and practices designed to
prevent and reduce potential harms associated with gambling; these policies
and practices often incorporate a diverse range of interventions designed to
promote consumer protection, community/consumer awareness and education,
and access to efficacious treatment."49 Similarly, the Victorian Gaming
Machine Industry says that responsible gaming is for the industry to offer
products and services in a way that facilitates customers' ability to enjoy
gaming and for each person to exercise a rational and sensible choice while
playing.so Generally, the main goals of a responsible gaming program are to
properly inform gamblers about the risks of gambling addiction and to assist
individuals with a documented gambling addiction.s 1
But can and should the operators take as much responsibility as the
gambler or even more? While it is the gambler's own decision to make a
rational choice when gambling, should gaming operators exercise "a duty of
care" and take reasonable and necessary steps in preventing problem gambling?
Some scholars assert that gaming operators "must not knowingly exploit or
take advantage of any player, in particular, vulnerable individuals manifesting
characteristics associated with gambling-related problems." 52 Many gaming
operators already employ techniques to meet this standard. For example,
gaming operators inform players of probabilities, the likelihood of winning, and
payout schedules so players may make informed, rational choices. s3 Operators
also design their advertising and promotional activities carefully so as not to
present any misleading information or misrepresentation of the likelihood of
winning. 54
To combat problem gambling, many gaming operators implement
prevention initiatives and responsible gaming programs. 55 Examples of
49
Alex Blaszczynski et al., A Science-Based Framework for Responsible
Gambling: The Reno Model, 20 J. GAMBLING STUDIES 301, 308 (2004).
50
MARK DICKERSON, WHAT IF THERE WERE NO PROBLEM GAMBLERS? 2
(2003), available at http://stoppredatorygambling.org/site/wp-content/uploads/2012
/12/What-if-there-were-no-problem-gamblers.pdf.
51
Blaszczynski et al., supra note 48, at 307, 310-11.
52
Id. at 312.
53

Id.

54

Id. at 316.

For example, the Las Vegas Sands has a Responsible Gaming Ambassador
program, Corporate Citizenship Overview, LAS VEGAS SANDS CORP. 16 (July
2014), http://www.sands.com/files/Sands_Corporate_Citizenship0verview_July20
14.pdf, and the Crown in Melbourne has a Responsible Gaming Support Centre,
55
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problem gambling prevention initiatives 56 include the following:

•

..
•
•
•

•

•
•
e

"Upstream" intervention (non-gambling community, especially
youth)
Information/awareness campaigns (both gamblers and nongamblers)
More sustained and directed education initiatives (both gamblers
and non-gamblers)
Restrictions on the general availability of gambling
Restricting the number of gambling venues
Restricting more ham1ful types of gambling
Limiting gambling opportunities to gambling venues
Restricting the location of gambling venues
Limiting gambling venue hours of operation
Restrictions on who can gamble
Prohibition of youth gambling
Restricting venue entry to nonresidents
Casino self-exclusion contracts
Restrictions on how gambling is provided
Intervention with "at-risk" gamblers
Problem gambling training for employees of gambling venues
(employees, possible gamblers)
Automated intervention for at-risk gamblers at gambling venues
On-site information/counseling centers
Modifying EGM parameters (suppliers)
Maximum loss limits
Restricting access to money
Restrictions on concurrent use of alcohol and tobacco
Restricting advertising and promotional activities
Gambling venue design
Independence between gaming regulators and gaming activities
(government) 57

Responsible Gaming, CROWN, http://www.crownmelboume.eom.au/responsiblegaming/1888/responsible-gaming-support-centre (last visited June 17, 2015).
56
See generally ROBERT J. WILLIAMS ET AL., PREVENTION OF PROBLEM
GAMBLING: A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE AND IDENTIFIED BEST
PRACTICES (2012), available at http://hdl.handle.net/l 0133/3121.
'1
Id. at 81-83.
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Responsible Gaming Measures, Their Effectiveness, and Ways to Improve
The efficacy of responsible gaming programs depends upon the measures
taken to create and implement the program. Common components of a
responsible gaming program include: (1) responsible gaming publications, (2)
floor management techniques, (3) VIP room management, ( 4) employee
training, and (5) alcohol and smoking policies. 58 In addition, government and
community involvement are vital to creating an environment conducive to
responsible gaming. 59 The following discussion illustrates the various
approaches taken to responsible gaming based upon a series of interviews from
those involved with the gaming industry. 60

1.

Responsible Gaming Publications

A key element in responsible gaming is awareness. 61 Invariably, those who
may be labeled "problem gamblers" are not cognizant of their affliction. 62
When confronted with reality, they respond with disbelief and lies-to
themselves and to others. 63 This truth is exemplified in a television commercial
where a problem gambler states, "I don't have a gambling problem; I have a
money problem."64 The :ienial of a problem is also tied to the fact that gamblers
have good and bad days: while a gambler may be on the edge of despair, the
odds may suddenly tip to his favor. 65
Historically, casinos were also in denial. 66 Some argue that casinos
58
Zhidong Hao, Linda Hancock & William N. Thompson, In Search of Best
Practices in Responsible Gaming (RG): A Comparative Study of RG Among
Macau, Las Vegas, and Melbourne Casinos, 18 GAMING L. REV. AND ECON. 361,
362-68 (2014).
59
See id. at 366.
60
Interviews were conducted in Las Vegas, Macau, and Melbourne with
approximately 94 individuals between December 8, 2012 and May 14, 2013. Such
individuals represented a cross section of the gaming industry and treatment
professionals such as managers, dealers, and floor supervisors. These interviews
were conducted in connection with Hao et al., id., and are on file with the authors.
61
THOMPSON, supra note 1 at 182.
62
Id. at 173-74.
63
Id. at 172.
64
PAProblemGambling.Com, I Don't Have a Gambling Problem, I Have a
Money Problem, YouTUBE, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydPKUWvPB5E
(Dec. 8, 2012).
65
THOMPSON, supra note 1, at 172; RONALD M. PAVALKO, PROBLEM
GAMBLING AND ITS TREATMENT 104 (2001).
66
See generally, BILL FRIEDMAN, DESIGNING CASINOS TO DOMINATE THE
COMPETITION 11-18, 56-62, 157-64, 607-08, 625 (2000); VICKI ABT ET AL., THE
BUSINESS OF RISK COMMERCIAL GAMBLING IN MAINSTREAM AMERICA 46 (1985).

12
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contribute to problem gambling by fostering an environment that masks
reality. 67 Specifically, they argue that casinos (1) remove clocks and cover
windows so that time is not apparent, (2) require the use of chips rather than
cash to conceal the sense of financial losses, and (3) offer games with
complicated rules and odds. 68 While some of these elements still exist, casinos
continue to build responsible gaming programs and address these perceived
issues. 69 Accordingly, the best responsible gaming programs focus on
transparency about gambling.
Responsible Gaming Brochures

The information contained in responsible gaming brochures varies across
the three jurisdictions and among the casinos within those jurisdictions. In
Macau, brochures do not explain the odds of winning and losing and do not
contain payout percentages. 70 The brochure at the City of Dreams Casino says
"'[g]ames of chance' means that no one can control or consistently predict the
outcome of games" and the Responsible Gambling 2012 brochure includes
slogans like "the longer you gamble, the more you lose.' On the other hand,
brochures in Las Vegas and Melbourne contain specific explanations about the
odds of winning and losing.72 In Las Vegas, the American Gaming Association
(AGA) has a brochure entitled "The House Advantage: A Guide to
Understanding the Odds," which describes not only the odds of winning and
losing for every game, but also the factors behind winning and losing,
superstitions, and false beliefs. 73 Additionally, the Nevada Council on Problem
Gambling has a brochure identifying the signs of problem gambling and

See generally, ABT ET AL., supra note 66, at 45-46; ED REID, LAS VEGAS:
CITY WITHOUT CLOCKS (1961).
68
ABT ET AL., supra note 66, at 46; WILLIAM THOMPSON, GAMBLING IN
AMERICA AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HISTORY, ISSUES, AND SOCIETY 55 (2001).
69
Interview with Casino Public Relations Officer, in Las Vegas, Nev. (Jan.
18, 2013) (on file with author).
70
Interview with Macau Casino Manager, in Mac., China (Apr. 8, 2013) (on
file with author).
11
Id.
72
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 362-63; AMER. GAMING Ass'N, THE HOUSE
ADVANTAGE: A GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING THE ODDS 3 (2012), available at
http://www.americangaming.org/sites/default/files/uploads/docs/odds_brochure_20
12.pdf.
73
AMER GAMING Ass'N. supra note 72, at 6. For example, the AGA's
brochure says that in Baccarat, "for every $100 bet, the player can expect lose
$1.10 to $1.20 (player/banker bets) or $14.40 (in ties)." Id It also states that, "[s]lot
machines are not any more or less likely to hit a jackpot just because they haven't
hit for a while." Id at 5.
67
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explaining why it is a mental illness. 74
Although brochures are a good aspect of a casino's responsible gaming
program, problem gambling support group members question their efficacy. 75
As one member from Las Vegas noted, "[t]he brochures do help if you're
looking for them, (but) if you are right in the middle of your addiction, then
you will ignore them. The brochures actually did help a few participants ... it's
what brought them to the group and some have been sober for years." 76 Many
Las Vegans noted that brochures and flyers should be more visible. 77 In Macau
and Las Vegas, brochures often are placed in comers and near casino cages, but
they are not easily found when walking amongst the games. 78 However, even if
the brochures were more visible throughout casinos, they are often treated as a
joke among friends. 79 Gamblers do not take problem gambling seriously and,
consequently, they do not pay attention to the brochures. 80
On the other hand, some believe that if the brochures were deliberately
placed into the hands of gamblers, more people would read them and they may
be more effective to help identify a problem. 81 The authors' feel the brochures
should be placed in more locations throughout casinos, handed to players who
sign up for a player's card and strategically located near each entrance to the
gambling floor. These techniques would increase the visibility of the brochures
and, hopefully, increase readership. Additionally, the brochures could contain
educational content, such as the Gamblers Anonymous "Twenty Signs" of
problem gambling. 82
Assuming steps are taken to increase readership of the brochures, the
content becomes increasingly important. As one interviewee from Las Vegas
comments, the various forms of treatment (some of which are free), such as
helpline numbers, gamblers anonymous support groups, and individual
counseling services, are not widely advertised. 83 Thus, by including this
74
When the Fun Stops, NEVADA COUNCIL ON PROBLEM GAMBLING,
http://www.nevadacouncil.org/understanding-problem-gambling/when-the-funstops/ (last visited June 17, 2015).
75
Hao et al., supra note 58 at 363.
76
Interview with Gamblers' Anonymous Member, in Las Vegas, Nev. (Dec.
10, 2012) (on file with author).

77

Id.

78

Id.

Interview with Las Vegas Casino Dealer, in Las Vegas, Nev. (Dec. 10,
2012) (on file with author).
79

so

Id.

81

Id.

Interviews with various Gamblers' Anonymous Members, in Las Vegas,
Nev. (Dec. 10, 2012) (on file with author).
82

sJ

Id.
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information in brochures, casinos and organizations could give problem
gamblers a great resource to treat their addiction.
2.

Floor Management of Problem Gambling

While casinos should continue to strive toward increasing patrons'
awareness of problem gambling, they should also seek to train employees about
problem gambling so employees can effectively identify and address issues that
may arise as a result of problem gambling on the casino floor. 84 A
representative from one Macau casino remarked about VIP gaming salons that
"some casinos rent rooms out with one eye open and one eye closed as to what
they do in those rooms." 85 Thus, floor management is important in VIP rooms
with high rollers and on the mass gaming floor with everyday gamblers. 86
Similar feelings have also been expressed about gaming floors in Las Vegas
and Melbourne. 87
There are two main issues with floor management: problem gambling and
self-exclusion. 88 As to problem gambling, a vexing question is posed: should
the casino initiate an intervention when it believes a player is engaged in
problem gambling? Some casinos intervene if the player requests such
intervention through self-exclusion and self-limit programs, which allow
players to predetermine how much time they wish to spend gambling and how
much money they may lose. 89 However, the question remains whether casinos
should make their own determination that a player is a problem gambler and
intervene without the patron's consent.
Problem Gambling

While one may think it is difficult to identify a problem gambler, dealers
and other player-facing employees consistently see problem gamblers. 90
Generally, attentive employees can identify problem gamblers because of the
high and low emotions during play and betting pattems. 91 Problem gamblers'

Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365-66.
Interview with Macau Casino Manager, supra note 70.
86
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 364-65.
87
Id.
88
Interview with Macau Police Official, in Mac., China (Apr. 8, 2013) (on
file with author).
89
See Thompson et al., supra note 33, at 1244-47.
90
Interview with Las Vegas Casino Dealer, supra note 79.
91
Know the Signs, NEVADA COUNCIL ON PROBLEM GAMBLING, http://www.
nevadacouncil.org/understanding-problem-gambling/know-the-signs/ (last visited
June 18, 2015).
84
85
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reactions frequently indicate that they are not playing just for fun. 92 They also
tend to bet more aggressively, often betting everything that they have. 93
Similarly, even if they win, they tend to play longer rather than walking away
with their winnings. 94 Problem gamblers commonly justify their actions by
contending that any money they win is "free money" that they should continue
to play with, even if they lost more money than they won. 95 Moreover,
gamblers, especially problem gamblers, are very superstitious. 96 Thus, some
problem gamblers can be easy to identify (with proper training).
Many casinos have training programs for employees on how to handle
problem gamblers, which include identifying the "signs" of a problem gambler,
like those described above. 97 However, patron-facing employees are
discouraged from handling any perceived problem first-hand. 98 Instead,
employees are encouraged to report potential problem gambling to their
supervisors. 99 Casinos have begun training their personnel to identify and deal
with issues related to problem gambling. 100 For example, Sands China and Las
Vegas Sands have implemented a program of responsible gaming
ambassadors. 101 Thus far, they have trained 40 people in the first class and will
continue to train an additional 40 people annually. 102 These ambassadors work
in their regular positions, while watching for signs of problem gambling and
handling problem gambling issues, such as by referring a person to the Problem
Gambling Center in Las Vegas. 103 Such programs, however, are in their infancy
and continue to be improved upon.
Casinos do not have formal intervention programs; if any intervention
takes place, it happens on an ad-hoc basis. 104 However, intervention poses a
risk to dealers and other employees. 105 Gamblers often believe that whether

92
93

94
95
96
97
98
99

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

Interview with Las Vegas Casino Dealer, supra note 79.

Id.
Id.
Id.

Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
Interview with Public Relations Officials, Venetian Casino, in Las Vegas,
Nev. (Dec. 8, 2012) (on file with author).
100
101

102
103

Id.
Id.

Interviews with Various Las Vegas Casino Managers and Dealers, in Las
Vegas, Nev. (Dec. 8-12, 2012) (on file with author).
105
Interview with Macau Casino Dealer, supra note 70.
104
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they are winning or losing, the choice of how and what to play is theirs. 106
Accordingly, if a dealer were to intervene with the gambler's play, the gambler
may become angry and take it out on the dealer. 107 Even ifthe gambler does not
direct his anger at the dealer or another employee, he may simply leave the
casino to gamble elsewhere. Thus, there are safety, liability, and business
reasons to not intervene with a potential problem gambler. 108 On the other
hand, some casinos in Las Vegas allow their employees to simply suggest
players take a break. 109 The employees sometimes may provide the player with
complimentary food or drinks when making this recommendation to try to
encourage the player to take the offer. 110 In such cases, employees may also
offer a responsible gaming brochure to the player. lll This approach is seen as
less intrusive and less likely to upset the player.
Self-Exclusion/Self-Limitations

Some casinos allow programs through which players can identify
themselves and ask the casino to limit their play. Self-exclusion programs allow
a player to ask a casino to exclude them from playing at that casino; selflimitation programs allow a player to ask a casino to limit their play to a certain
dollar amount or period of time. Casinos in Las Vegas, Melbourne, and Macau
all offer self-exclusion programs, and Melbourne offers a self-limit program for
problem gamblers. 112 However, complications arise as to who can place
someone on a self-exclusion list. 113 Some argue that casinos should allow
family members and friends to place their loved one on a self-exclusion list
because problem gamblers are often in denial that they have a problem and
because family and friends are often negatively impacted by a loved one's
gambling problem. 114 On the other hand, some casinos fear that family
members and friends may not have legitimate reasons for interfering with a
player's right to participate in gambling. ll 5 In Macau, friends and family can
106

Id.

Gamblers often play in long sessions and fatigue may wear on them,
causing them to act with poor tempers. As a Macau dealer puts it, "an ashtray may
fly your way if you say something the gambler does not want to hear." Id.
108
Interviews with Various Las Vegas Casino Managers and Dealers, supra
note 104.
109
Interview with Public Relations Officials, supra note 101.
110
Id.
Ill
Id.
112
Interviews with Various Las Vegas Casino Managers and Dealers, supra
note 104.
113
Id.
114
Id.
115
Id.
107
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put players on the self-exclusion list, but only with the player's consent. 116
Therefore, generally, players must put themselves on a self-exclusion list. ll7
Neither Nevada nor Macau keeps track of how many persons are enrolled on a
self-exclusion list. 118 The Crown in Melbourne has placed approximately 3,500
to 4,000 persons on their self-exclusion list in the last 19 years. 119
The Crown offers a self-limit program, called "Play Safe," which allows
players to identify to the casinos how much they will allow themselves to lose
and how long they can play. 120 Such a program, however, is not completely
effective given that over 100 players breach this daily. 121 The Crown has a
liaison officer on duty 24/7 to monitor problem gambling activity. 122 If the
liaison officer notices an issue, he will bring the gambler to the on-site
Responsible Gaming Support Centre where the gambler will receive a free
consultation from a counselor or be referred to another counseling center. 123
Gamblers may also seek spiritual support through the Crown's Chaplaincy
. 124
Support Serv1ce.
The Crown's self-limit program described above is very unique. 125 Las
Vegas casinos do not have any self-limit programs per se. Instead, state
regulations allow players to preclude themselves from playing on casino
credit. 126 By allowing players to preclude themselves from playing on casino
credit, the state has effectively created a self-limit program. Macau casinos do
not have a self-limit program of any kind. 127
Self-exclusion and self-limit programs do not work well because it is very
difficult to continually monitor adherence. 128 If a person self-excludes himself

116

Interview with Officials, Social Welfare Bureau, in Mac., China (Apr. 8,

2013) (on file with author).
117 Id.

118 Interview with Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, in Las Vegas,
Nev. (Dec. 11, 2012) (on file with author); Interview with Gaming Inspection and
Coordination Bureau Member, in Mac., China (Apr. 9, 2013) (on file with author).
119
Interview with Centre for Problem Gambling Officials, in Melbourne,
Viet. (May 14, 2013) (on file with author).
120

Id.

121

Id.

122

Interview with Crown Casino Official, in Melbourne, Viet. (May 14,

2013) (on file with author).
123

Id.

124

Id.

125
t26
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Interview with Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, supra note 118.
Id.
Interview with Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau Member,

supra note 118.
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Id.
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i he can s1mp
i 1y go to another casmo.
i 129 Si1m1ilar1y, a person can
fr om one casmo,
limit his spending at one time and one casino, but he can exceed it at another
time at another casino. 130 In fact, in many cases, players do not want to be
banned from the casino and set themselves up to violate self-exclusion
programs. 131
Suggestions for Floor Management

As discussed above, while casinos monitor problem gambling activity,
such review is limited. 132 A Las Vegas gambling addiction counselor suggests
that, "casinos should fund [problem gambling] support programs, just as ski
operators have to fund emergency personnel just in case someone breaks a
leg." 133 It's the same thing: with the entertainment of gambling will come
consequences, and so, casinos should prepare their business models to address
these consequences. While requiring casinos to fund problem gambling
services may not be the answer, in light of the above considerations, casinos
should consider implementing some basic techniques to identify problem
gambling. 134 First, casinos should train at least some player-facing employees
on the signs of problem gambling. 135 Second, casinos should provide
employees with protocols on dealing with problem gamblers safely-this may
include asking employees to notify a supervisor or special liaison specially
trained to deal with problem gamblers or asking employees to politely suggest
to gamblers to "take a break" when problem gambling is suspected. 136 Third,
casinos should centralize their self-exclusion programs to ensure effective
monitoring-this should include physical exclusion, exclusion from
advertisements/mailings, and a prohibition on the use of credit or check137
.
.
cashmg services.
3.

VIP Room Management of Problem Gambling

Special VIP rooms for high-stakes gamblers or high rollers dominate the
casino scene in Macau. 138 Junket operators bring high rollers to the VIP rooms,

129

Id.

130

Id.

131

Id.; Hao et al., supra note 58, at 364.

Interview with Problem Gambling Center Official, in Las Vegas, Nev.
(Dec. 11, 2012) (on file with author); see Hao et al., supra note 58, at 363.
133
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 364.
132

134

13s

136
137
138

See id.

Id.

See id. at 363--64.
Thompson et al., supra note 33, at 1256-57.
Wuyi Wang & William R. Eadington, VIP-Room Contractual System of
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which are sometimes managed by contractors and sometimes managed by
.
. 1 to a casmo;
.
.
casmo
operators. 139 VIP rooms are crucia
casmos
m ake up to
140
Are there
roughly 72% of their revenue from high rollers in VIP rooms.
problem gamblers in this group of high rollers? Possibly. But are there
measures against problem gambling in VIP rooms?
There are few private VIP rooms in Las Vegas, however, VIP rooms are
. preva1ent m
.
. M acau. 141 I t seems th at th ere are no measures agamst
quite
142
problem gambling in VIP rooms. It is difficult for casinos or employees to
intervene because they cannot know how much money the VIP player has to
gamble. 143 Moreover, it is counterintuitive for a junket operator to impose precommitment or self-limitations on VIP gamblers. 144 Such requirements are not
imposed in other businesses; for example, if you are in a shop and you come in
to buy one jacket, but then you see two more, the shop assistant is not going to
tell you that you already reached your limit. 145 "They want to sell as much as
they can because that's their job."146 To make matters worse, some hosts and
junket operators have issues with problem gambling themselves, which makes
it difficult for them to identify and resolve problem gambling activities by their
customers. 147
VIP rooms are treated differently in Macau than in Las Vegas; in Macau,
junket operators typically rent rooms from the casino and agree to split
gambling revenue. 148 Junket operators hire a customer agent to take care of the
gamblers and their families, but the casinos provide staff, security, food, and
similar services. 149 As a result of the higher revenue earned in these rooms,
Macau law imposes higher fees (taxes) on tables in private rooms. 150 In fact,
Macau 's Traditional Casino Industry 3-4 (UNR Econ. Working Paper Series,
Working Paper No. 07-001, 2007), available at http://www.business.unr.edu/econ/
wp/papers/UNRECONWP07001.pdf.; Hao et al., supra note 58, at 364-65.
139
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 364.
140
Changbin Wang, Licensing VIP-Room Contractors or Gaming Promoters
in Macao: the Status Quo and Improvement, 18 UNLV GAMING RESEARCH & REV.
J. 105, 105 (2014), available at http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/grrj/voll 8/iss2/6/.
141
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
142 Id.
See id.
Interview with Public Relations Department Member, Crown Casino, in
Melbourne, Viet. (May 14, 2013) (on file with author).
14s
Id.
146
Id.
143

144

147
148
149
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Interview with Public Relations Officials, supra note 101.
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
See Wang & Eadington, supra note 13 7, at 6-7, 17-18.
See Dr. Guihai (Samuel) Huang, Assoc. Professor, Macao Polytechnic
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the fees for VIP tables are double that of tables on the main floor. 151
In Las Vegas, hosts and junket operators are required to meet certain goals
to maintain their jobs or businesses. 152 Accordingly, the pressure to increase
gambling spending pushes the sales team to pressure clients to spend as much
money as possible, regardless of the gambler's budget. 153 Notably, Las Vegas
has an open gaming policy, so there are few private gaming rooms. 154 Nevada
gaming law requires all gaming areas to be open to the public unless a casino
wishes to have a "high-roller" room. 155 However, even if the high roller room is
private, gaming officials may be in the room, and all activity must be recorded
by cameras. 156 Moreover, ninety-nine percent (99%) of the VIP players are
Asian, leading casinos-like the Venetian-to takes steps to cater to Asian
gamblers, such as bringing chefs from China. 157 The Venetian also charters
planes for its Asian gamblers, "especially in times like the Chinese New
Year." 158
Ethical hosts or junket operators should learn VIPs' spending and gambling
potential. 159 Based on those habits, hosts and junket operators can monitor
behavior and assist gamblers in managing gambling activity. 160 Although it
may seem counterintuitive, preventing gamblers from overspending is
beneficial to hosts, junket operators, and casinos. 161 If gamblers limit their
spending activity, they can continue to visit the casino and become long-term
customers, which results in more money spent over time than would be spent
. a quic
. kb'mge. 162
dunng
Institute, Casino Taxation in Macao, Singapore and Las Vegas, Presentation at the
8th European Conference on Gambling Studies and Policy Issues 15 (Sept. 15,
2010), available at http://www.easg.org/media/file/vienna201 O/presentations/Wedn
esday/1330/P5/1 _Guihai_Huang.pdf.
151
See id. MOP 300,000 (about $50,000) per VIP table per year; regular
tables are MOP 150,000. Id.
152
Interview with Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, supra note 118.
153
See Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
154
Interview with Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, supra note 118;
Interview with Public Relations Officials, supra note 101; see NEV. REV. STAT. §§
463.0129(e), .01595 (2014).
155
See NEV. REV. STAT. §§ 463.0129(e), .01595, .4076(1) (2014).
156
Nevada Gaming Comm'n Reg. 5.200(3)(c), (e) (2015); Interview with
Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, supra note 118.
157
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
158
159
160

161
162

Id.
Id.

See id.
See id.
See id.; Interview with Public Relations Officials, supra note 101.
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Junket operators and hosts should also monitor spending and step in to
suggest breaks or other alternatives to raise the issue of problem gambling if
necessary. To achieve this goal, casinos could assist junket operators by
implementing training for its staff. Junket operators and hosts should also
verify the source of the money to avoid issues of unclean money and to make
sure gamblers are not playing on borrowed money.
4.

Employee Training and Assistance Programs

Recruiting, using, and training qualified dealers is crucial in casino
operations and responsible gaming programs. While it is important for casinos
to train its dealers, it is equally important for them to hire honest dealers and
monitor dealers' integrity. These authors feel dealers should be a casino's first
line of defense for discouraging bad gaming practices, which is why dealers
must be honest and trustworthy. In Las Vegas, all casinos have orientation
programs for its employees. 163 Wynn Las Vegas mandates annual employee
training, including learning the rules and regulations of the workplace and
information about problem gambling. 164
Similarly, "Wynn and MGM in Las Vegas offer Employee Assistance
Programs (EAPs), which provide counseling for employees who may have
addictions." 165 Some Macau casino operators have contracts with counseling
centers to help employees with all types of problems. 166 Although attendance at
the counseling is anonymous, few employees take advantage of these
counseling programs. 167 However, these programs, if attendance improved,
could prove invaluable for employees because employee gambling is
prevalent. 168 Interestingly, employees tend to think they have an advantage over
the average customer because they know the "tricks," strategies, and odds. 169
Yet, the games are random so this impression is just an illusion. 170 One casino
dealer in Macau noted that she had a history of six to seven years of gambling,
each time betting HKD3000 to 10,000 ($50 to $170 USD). 171 Her betting habits
Interview with Casino Manager, Wynn Casino, in Las Vegas, Nev. (Dec.
9, 2012) (on file with author); see Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
164
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
163

16s

Id.
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Id

167
See id; see also Arnie Wexler & Sheila Wexler, The Compulsive Gambler
Working in the Gaming Industry, 8 GAMING L. REV. 103 (2004).
168
See Hao et al., supra note 58, at 365.
169
Id

170
See Ewa Czerny et al., Exploring the Mind of the Gamber: Psychological
Aspects of Gambling and Problem Gaming, in IN THE PURSUIT OF WINNING 65, 75

(Masood Zangeneh et al. eds., 2008).
171
Interview with Macau Casino Dealer, supra note 70.
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led her to a debt of approximately HKD200,000 to 300,000 owed to friends,
loan sharks, and banks. 172 It also caused serious problems in her relationships
with her husband and daughter. 173
Mandatory employee training should exist at every casino. Casinos should
also provide annual training to refresh the employees' minds. Gaming agencies
could consider requiring employees to be licensed or registered to maintain
employee records and to bar dishonest employees from the gaming industry. 174
While some suggest that dealers should be barred from gambling, 175 such a
restriction would be hard to enforce and would interfere with the employees'
freedom to choose what activities they wish to participate in.

5.

Community Organizations

In Las Vegas, Macau, and Melbourne, there are counseling centers for
problem gamblers. 176 Although the centers provide many services to visitors,
the number of problem gamblers who seek help is still very small. 177 One
counseling center advised that it has about twenty cases of problem gambling
per year. 178 Another counseling center has had about 270 cases since its
establishment in 2007. 179 There are more than 10,000 problem gamblers in
Macau, but government records show that "only about 300, or 3% of problem
gamblers, have come to seek help in the past two years." 180 Those who seek
help at these centers are able to take advantage of a wide variety of services,
including education, counseling, cognitive behavioral therapy, and financial
counseling. In Las Vegas, the Problem Gambling Center offers assistance to all
Clark County residents. 181 In Macau, there are many counseling centers for
problem gamblers. 182 In Melbourne, there are seventeen counseling centers. 183
172

Id.

Id.
Interview with Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau Member,
supra note 118.
175 Id.
176
Interview with Social Welfare Bureau, supra note 116.
177
Id.
113

174

178
119

Id.
Id.

Id.; Hao et al., supra note 58, at 366.
PROBLEM GAMBLING CENTER, About Us, http://www.gamblingproblems.
com/about.htm (last visited June 19, 2015).
182
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 366; Interview with Social Welfare Bureau,
supra note 116; Interview with Gambling Counseling Centre Member, in
Melbourne, Viet. (May 14, 2013) (on file with author); Interview with Nevada
Council on Problem Gaming Member, in Las Vegas, Nev. (Dec. 12, 2012) (on file
with author).
180
181
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One counseling center organizes a Gamblers' Anonymous program, which
currently has about ten regular attendees. 184 The members meet every
Wednesday to talk about gambling issues, their past experiences, family, and to
watch films on gambling. 185 Support groups such as Gamblers' Anonymous
provide gamblers with an outlet and are helpful for those who are still
undergoing treatment and those who are "recovered." 186 Other support groups
are also helpful to treat other conditions from which a problem gambler may
suffer (such as anxiety or alcoholism). 187
As may be expected, family relationships suffer significantly when a
person is a problem gambler. 188 Accordingly, counseling centers have programs
focused on improving family relations. 189 Problem gamblers' families visit
counseling centers for help in many cases. 19 Counseling centers are often able
to advise family members as to how to identify and handle problem gambling,
making them invaluable to problem gamblers' families and society at large. 191
In Macau, service organizations initiate certain social programs. 192
Examples include the following: Caihong Renshen (How to Lead a Wonderful
Life for Casino Employees), Zhixing Shaonian (How to be a Wise Person, for
Persons 14 to 28 Years Old), or Yantu You Ni (Come with Us). 193 In Yantu
You Ni, young people come together to share their values, problems, watch
movies, etc., every Wednesday night. 194 These programs can assist people with
a variety of problems, including problem gambling. 195
While these programs are very helpful for problem gamblers, they reach
only a small number of people. 196 To improve the attendance of these
programs, casinos should increase awareness of such programs through
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184
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Interview with Gambling Counseling Centre Member, supra note 182.
Interview with Social Welfare Bureau, supra note 116.
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Id.
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Interview with Social Welfare Bureau, supra note 116; Interview with
Gambling Counseling Centre Member, supra note 182; Interview with Nevada
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Interview with Social Welfare Bureau, supra note 116; Interview with
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publications, signs, and other related awareness tools. 197 The government
should regularly evaluate counseling centers' offerings and
to increase
providing additional
the programs' effectiveness. 198 Casinos can also assist
funding to organizations that create and manage problem gambling
programs. 199

6.

The Government's Role

The Government plays a significant role in problem gambling by providing
funding, support, and minimum standards, as prescribed by law or rule. In
many problem gambling measures emanate from
organizations.
Commission
The Nevada Gaming Control Board and the Nevada
regulate the gaming industry in Nevada. 200 The Nevada
Control
has six divisions and 400 employees, ninety-five of which are agents. About
twenty agents cover casino operation observations. 202 However,
do not
constantly monitor casino activities; instead, they rely on licensees to regulate
themselves. 203 Specifically, casinos are bound by the problem gambling
requirements in NGC Regulation 5.170. 204 The Nevada state government
provides funding to problem gambling programs, but there have been budget
cuts to that funding as a result of the economic downtum. 205 Nevada casinos
also donate a significant amount of money to problem
in
fact, a majority of the funding such programs receive comes from casinos.
In Macau, the Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau regulates the
gaming industry. 207 The Social Welfare Bureau is in charge of problem
gambling counseling and responsible gaming measures. 208 Like in Nevada, the

197

198

199

Interview with Social Welfare Bureau, supra note 116.
Id.
Id.

Interview with Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, supra note 118.
Id.; THOMPSON, supra note 1, at 556; S. Comm. on Rev. and Econ. Dev.,
2015 Leg., 78th Sess. Exhibit K at K5 (Nev. 2015) (Statement of A.G. Burnett,
Chairman, Nevada Gaming Control Board), available at http://www.leg.state.nv.us/
Session/78th2015/Exhibits/Senate/REV/SREV90K.pdf.
202
Interview with Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, supra note 118.
203
Id.
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Id.
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Id.; Interview with Nevada Council on Problem Gambling Member, supra
note 182.
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Interview with Nevada Gaming Control Board Official, supra note 118.
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Interview with Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau Member,
supra note 118.
208
Interview with Social Welfare Bureau, supra note 116.
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regulators in Macau "have their own spy system". 209 However, they are
overwhelmed with the incidence of problem gambling. 210
In Melbourne, the structure of gaming regulation is fairly complex. Each
gaming facility must adopt a written code of conduct governing its problem
gambling program, which must be approved by the Minister for Gaming
Regulation. 211
Government offices coordinate efforts on responsible gaming mainly on an
ad-hoc basis. 212 To increase effectiveness of programs, these authors feel,
government offices should convene regularly to monitor the progress of
problem gambling programs and to discuss efforts to improve such programs.
This may also include discussing related items-such as counseling services
and the issues with loan sharking. Additionally, the government should seek to
ensure that problem gambling programs are available to residents and nonresident patrons alike.
Problem Gambling Associated with Mental Illness and Addiction

Problem gambling is an addiction-a mental illness. 213 It is a behavioral
problem; people use gambling as a coping mechanism. 214 Problem gamblers
tend to be very sensitive and hypercritical ofthemselves. 215 They are also prone
to overthink and dwell on things. 216 As one casino operator said problem
gambling is "a hidden addiction" because one cannot necessarily see or
quantify the addictive behavior of a problem gambler as one can with an
alcoholic who is drunk or a drug addict who is stoned. 217
Moreover, as with many behavioral problems, problem gambling is often
associated with other mental illnesses or addictions. 218 For example, gamblers
209
Interview with Judiciary Police Official, Gaming Crime Division, in Mac.,
China (Apr. 8, 2013) (on file with author).
210
Interview with Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau Member,
supra note 118.
211
See Gambling Regulation Act 2003 (Vic) ss 1.3(1), 3.4.9, 3.4.12B,
10.6.6(1), 10.6.8 (Austl.), available at http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/Domino/
Web_Notes/LDMS/LTObject_Store/LTObjSt7 .nsf/DDE300B846EED9C7CA2576
16000A3571/9BB94AF28EB8FA1BCA257AFE00003BFB/$FILE/03-114AA053
%20authorised.pdf.
212
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 367.
213
PAVALKO, supra note 65, at 3-15 (describing different methodologies and
terminologies that have been used to classify problem gambling).
214
Id. at 11-12.
215
See id.
216
See id. at 27.
211
Id. at 26.
218
Thompson & Schwer, supra note 11, at 85.
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with alcohol problems "have rates of problem gambling some six times that of
the general population."219 Many similarities can be seen between problem
gambling and alcoholism. 220 In a study of ninety-nine problem gamblers, 22%
were also dependent upon alcohol. 221 The study revealed that each problem
gambler imposed costs on society of$19,711 annually in terms of missed work,
quitting jobs, welfare and public support programs, thefts, arrests, lawsuits, and
treatment and other factors. 222 For problem gamblers with alcohol addiction,
the social costs were an additional $14,460. 223
This co-addiction problem is prevalent in Las Vegas, where drinking is free
and available to gamblers on a 24/7 basis. 224 Co-addiction may also be seen in
Melbourne, where the casinos follow liquor laws requiring casinos to close
liquor sales at certain times. 225 On the other hand, the co-addiction problem is
not as present in Macau, because most Asian customers do not drink alcohol
while gambling, and ordinary customers do not get alcohol for free. 226
While alcohol is most commonly noted as the partner addiction to
gambling, tobacco use is also frequently associated with gambling. 227 Smoking
is permitted in Las Vegas and Melbourne, but all gambling facilities in Macau
must be smoke-free by 2016. 228 In Las Vegas and Melbourne, casinos
implement ventilation systems and create non-smoking sections of their
facilities because they feel as though a ban on smoking would be damaging to
revenue. 229 For example, when Iowa casinos banned smoking in half of its
EDWARD J. FEDERMAN ET AL., DON'T LEAVE IT TO CHANCE: A GUIDE FOR
FAMILIES OF PROBLEM GAMBLERS 35 (2000).
220
See William N. Thompson & R. Keith Schwer, Nevada and the Win-Win
Game, Compulsive Gamblers and Alcohol, CASINO LAWYER (2007) 16, 17-18.
221
Id. at 16--17.
222
Id.
219

Id. at 17.
Id. at 18; see also Hao et al., supra note 58, at 367 (stating that alcohol is a
problem in Las Vegas because combining drinking and gambling causes more
problem gaming).
225
Interview with Gambling Counseling Centre Member, supra note 182; see
also Liquor Control Reform Act 1998 (Vic) ss 3(1), 9, 11A(3), 15A(l)(c),
15A(3)(b), 72(a) (Austl.), available at http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/domino/
Web_Notes/LDMS/LTObject_Store/LTObjSt3.nsf/dla8d8a9bed958efca25761600
042ef5/cl06095a524864fdca2577610024a795/$FILE/98-94a051.pdf.
226
Interview with Gambling Counseling Centre Member, supra note 182; see
Hao et al., supra note 58, at 367.
221
See Thompson & Schwer, supra note 218, at 17.
228
Interview with Macau Legislature Member, Mac. Legislative Assembly, in
Mac., China (Apr. 8, 2013) (on file with author).
229
Interview with Public Relations Department Member, supra note 144;
Interview with Public Relations Official, supra note 101; Hao et al., supra note 58,
223
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it discovered few people played in the non-smoking
Similarly,
Macau currently has a 50/50 division of smoking/non-smoking areas, which
has caused a significant burden on the casinos because of various
rnleso 231 Specifically, in Macau, employees who are pregnant or have a health
condition cannot work in smoking areas. Also, employees are entitled to
health insurance for any work/smoking-related illnesso 233
While a complete ban on smoking in casinos in U.S.
is likely
to hurt the casinos' revenue, gamblers in Macau are likely to be unfazed by
such a ban. 234 If a total ban proves to be ineffective, casinos could consider
creating an outdoor smoking area, like the one at the Crown in Melbourne. 235
Such a smoking area would give gamblers an excuse to take a break from
gambling and protect other patrons from secondhand smoke.236 It may also save
casinos the costs that they currently spend on sophisticated ventilation
237

systems.

VL CONCLUSION

Problem gambling is a mental disorder that affects large numbers of people
throughout the world.238 As discussed above, casinos, government agencies,
and organizations all seek to create programs to combat problem
However, the programs are under-funded and under-attended.239 To increase

at 368.
230
See NORMAN E. KJONO, IOWANS FOR EQUAL RIGHTS, IOWA SMOKING BAN
ECONOMIC IMPACT 8-9, 15-17 (2008), available at wwwostopthebansocom/site

buildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/iowasrnokingbaneconomicimpact.doc
(presenting
comparative data to the Iowa Administrative Rules Review Committee showing the
negative economic impact of a smoking ban in casinos in Illinois )o
231
Interview with Social Welfare Bureau Member, supra note 116; see also
Hao et al., supra note
at 368.
232
Interview with Social Welfare Bureau Member, supra note 116; see also
My Day: Casino Croupier Vincent Mou, BBC (Augo 23, 2013), http://www.bbc.
com/news/world-asia-23177313 ("I'd like to work in the non-smoking area but
pregnant women have priority.").
233
Interview with Social Welfare Bureau Member, supra note 116; see also
Hao et aL, supra note 58, at 3680
234
Interview with Social Welfare Bureau Member, supra note 116; see Hao
et aL, supra note 58, at 368.
235
Interview with Public Relations Department Member, supra note 144; Hao
et aL, supra note 58, at 368.
236
Hao et aL, supra note 58, at 368.
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238
PAVALKO, supra note 65, at 4, 70-72.
239
See Hao et
supra note 58, at 366-67.
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awareness of problem gambling, casinos should place brochures and signs in
more trafficked areas of the casinos, and problem gambling publications should
be updated to include information about the signs of problem gambling, places
to seek help, and other related issues. Casinos should also implement policies
and procedures dealing with problem gambling, including mandatory training
for employees on the casino floor and in VIP rooms. Funding from casinos and
the government should be focused on problem gambling centers that offer a
variety of services for problem gamblers and for their families. Given the
prevalence of co-addiction, problem gambling centers should also offer
services for other addictions and mental illnesses. By incorporating some of the
above-described concepts into a problem gambling program, casinos can help
to combat and decrease the incidence of problem gambling, which will, in turn,
decrease the societal costs imposed by problem gamblers.

